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Denied and Resisted Life
Insurance Claims:
Recommended Changes
to Schedule F
Jill Bisco*

Abstract
Life insurance is generally purchased to protect against the economic
consequences associated with premature death. Consumers and producers may
assume that all life companies settle death claims in one way—full payment of the
life insurance proceeds. This is not always the case. Life insurers may deny or
resist paying life insurance claims, and these claims are reported on the Schedule F
of the statutory financial statement. This paper analyzes the claims that have been
denied and resisted by life insurers and makes recommendations to modify the
current Schedule F so that it is more informative to consumers, producers and state
insurance regulators.

* College of Business Administration, CBA217, 259 S. Broadway Street, Akron, OH 44325;
jbisco@uakron.edu.
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Introduction
The basic purpose of life insurance is to protect against the
economic risk of death (ACLI Factbook, 2013). Those who purchase
life insurance must determine which insurer to select to meet this
need. In making this determination, there are four major factors that
should be considered in the purchase decision: 1) the financial
stability (solvency) of the insurer; 2) whether the insurer
(agent/representative) offers the kinds and amounts of insurance
coverage (services) that the individual needs; 3) the reputation of the
insurer as a fair and equitable insurer, specifically as it applies to
claims handling; and 4) the price of the insurance product and
coverage desired (Weisbart, 1976).
This paper looks at the claims handling practices of life insurers,
specifically as they apply to denied or resisted claims.1 When
individuals purchase life insurance, they may assume that all
insurance companies handle claims in the same manner (Weisbart,
1976). Producers may hold this same belief and omit the
consideration of denied and resisted claims when recommending
insurance carriers or products to their clients. There can be
significant subjectivity involved in the settlement of property/
casualty (P/C) claims (i.e., liability settlements or the valuation of
property). Consumers may believe that there is less flexibility in life
insurance and that the only possible outcome for the settlement of
life insurance claims when the insured passes away is the full
1. Denied claims are considered those claims where the insurer refuses to make any
payment towards the proceeds of the life insurance policy. Resisted claims are those where the
insurer makes a partial payment of the face value of the policy and denies the balance. Also
included in resisted claims are those claims where the insurer is still disputing the payment of the
claim and retains an amount as still outstanding on the financial records of the company (Bisco,
McCullough, and Nyce, forthcoming). The Schedule F of the statutory annual statement lists both
denied and resisted claims. (See Table 1 for an example.) According to the NAIC, a claim is
considered resisted when it is in dispute and not resolved on the financial statement date. A
denied claim is one where the insurer has determined the claim will not be paid (NAIC, 2010). In
addition, claims that are denied or resisted and close within the same year must still be reported
as denied and resisted on Schedule F (Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce, forthcoming). Denied and
resisted claims do not include life insurance claims that are being reviewed (not disputed) and
those claims where the company is holding payment for sufficient evidence or where a
beneficiary has made a claim and then withdraws it. These claims are considered as “in the
course of settlement” (Fleming, 2013).
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payment of death proceeds (Bisco, McCullough and Nyce,
forthcoming). However, this is not the case. There are three possible
outcomes for the life insurance claim. The insurer: 1) pays the claim
in full; 2) denies the claim in its entirety; or 3) negotiates an amount
less than the full amount of the policy (Weisbart, 1976). In other
words, it is possible that an insurer may not pay out the full proceeds
of a life insurance policy at the death of the insured.
According to Weisbart (1976), there are six reasons that insurers
either deny the entire claim or pay an amount less than the full face
value of the policy: 1) the contract never went into effect; 2) there
was a material misrepresentation or some other form of fraud; 3) the
policy was not in force when the death occurred; 4) the claim made
is for a benefit that the policy does not provide (i.e., the insured’s
death is the result of suicide during the first two years in force);
5) misstatement of age;2 and 6) the beneficiary designation is
imprecise or contested by other potential beneficiaries. These claims
are referred to as either a denied (no benefit is paid) or resisted
(something less than face value is paid) claim (Bisco, McCullough,
and Nyce, forthcoming).
Once a policy is issued, material misrepresentation, as a reason
to deny and resist claims, is generally limited by the incontestability
clause.3 From the date of policy issuance, insurers have the
opportunity to dispute or contest the insurance in force for a period
set forth in this clause, which is generally two years (McDowell,
1984).4 The incontestability clause is used to balance the interest of
the insured, who in good faith relied on the coverage that was
applied for, and the interest of the insurer to avoid coverage they did
not intend to undertake (Schuman, 1995). It is unlikely and rare that
a consumer would purchase a life insurance policy expecting to die
within the incontestability period. However, it may occur. There is
2. Insurance contracts include a misstatement of age clause that states that if the insured’s
age is misstated, the amount payable under the claim is the amount that the premiums paid would
have purchased if the correct age had been used (Rejda and McNamara, 2013). Therefore, in the
case of resisted claims where age was indicated as the reason, the insured’s actual age would
have been greater than the age depicted on the contract, leading to a lower death benefit paid.
3. The incontestability clause was first used in the U.S. in 1861 and is now required in all
states.
4. The incontestability period is generally two years. However, some policies may contain a
period of one year or less (Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce, forthcoming).
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significant literature that considers the use and legal aspects of the
incontestability clause within life insurance policies (e.g., Goodman,
1968; Salzman, 1969; McDowell, 1984; and Schuman, 1995).
There are exceptions whereby an insurer can deny and resist
claims past the period provided by the incontestability clause.
Specifically, there are three instances where the insurer can deny or
resist coverage after the period set forth in the incontestability
clause. These include: 1) the beneficiary takes out a policy with the
intent of murdering the insured; 2) the applicant for insurance has
someone else take a required medical examination; and 3) an
insurable interest does not exist at the inception of the policy5
(Rejda, 2013). With the exception of these reasons, policies that
have exceeded the time frame set forth in the incontestability clause
should not be contested or denied by the insurer (Bisco,
McCullough, and Nyce, forthcoming).6
Unlike P/C insurers who are not required to report submitted
claims that are closed without payment, life insurers are required to
report denied and resisted claims on the Schedule F of the statutory
annual statement. Schedule F provides limited information regarding
the claim that is under dispute or that is being denied.7 This
information, although helpful, lacks some specific details that would
allow consumers, producers and state insurance regulators a better
understanding of the reason for and the time frame involved with
denied and resisted claims.
5. The principle of insurable interest states that a person must be in a position to lose
financially if a loss occurs (Rejda 2013). In life insurance, Insurable interest must apply when the
policy is issued.
6. Insurance is regulated at the state level and, therefore, states may establish differing rules
and regulations regarding the incontestability period. For instance, Article 1 Section 27-15-4 of
the Alabama Insurance Code states that after the period of two years, life insurance policies can
only be contested for nonpayment of premium. (Exception is granted for disability benefits or
additional benefits in the event of death by accident or accidental means.) Other forms of fraud
may also allow for the denial of claims following the incontestability period. These include an
insurer faking his/her death in an attempt to collect the proceeds of a life insurance policy or
someone other than insured taking control of a life policy and changing the beneficiary
(Sheridan, 2013). In addition, the courts may interpret the incontestability period more leniently
providing additional reasons for insurers to deny claims.
7. Schedule F of the life insurers’ statutory annual statement currently includes the
following information: 1) the insurance contract number; 2) the claim number assigned by the
insurer; 3) the state of residence of the claimant; 4) the year of claim for death or disability; 5) the
amount claimed; 6) the amount paid during the year; 7) the amount resisted as of Dec. 31 of the
current year; and 8) a description of why the claim is compromised or resisted.
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Consumers or producers interested in obtaining information on
the claims handling practices of insurers would need to search out
consumer complaints, or for life insurers, review the Schedule F of
the statutory annual statement. With limited information, the
Schedule F may not provide the information necessary for producers
and consumers to obtain a picture of the claims handling process or
practices of any given insurer. For example, it is not possible to
determine how long a claim has been resisted (i.e., whether one year
or five years) or whether the claim is within the incontestability
period when the insured passes away. Without this information, the
usefulness of the Schedule F is limited—for consumers and
producers.
State insurance regulators currently use the Schedule F
information as part of the Market Conduct Annual Statement
(MCAS) (NAIC, 2014).8 The MCAS was developed by the NAIC in
conjunction with state insurance regulators and is currently used by
at least 46 states (NAIC, 2014). As part of this analysis, denied and
resisted life insurance claims are reviewed for companies where the
total number of claims with payment—plus the claims denied,
resisted or compromised—exceeds 100. Once meeting this
qualification, the ratio of denied, resisted or compromised claims to
policies in force is analyzed against the industry (NAIC, 2014). Due
to the limited information on the Schedule F, state insurance
regulators are limited in their ability to further analyze the denied
and resisted claims. The additional information proposed would
assist state insurance regulators in their analysis of the claims
handling practice of life insurers. This is important because
consumers depend on state insurance regulators to ensure that
insurers are meeting their contractual obligations.
In this paper, I review the level of denied and resisted claims and
discuss the utilization of this practice by life insurers. In addition, I
discuss the current structure of the Schedule F of the life insurers’
statutory annual statement and make recommendations to expand the
8. The Market Conduct Annual Statement (MCAS) was developed as a uniform “analysis
tool for certain key market data elements” that allows for a comparison of performance among
companies. If a company’s performance appears unusual compared to other companies, the state
insurance regulator will review this company more closely (NAIC, 2014).
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information provided to consumers, producers and state insurance
regulators. Modifying the Schedule F would provide more
information about the insurer’s claims handling practices and allow
producers to make proper recommendations and consumers to make
a more informed purchasing decision.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: The next
section describes the existing literature. This is followed by a section
that explains the data and level of denied and resisted claims.
Recommendations for changes to the statutory annual statement are
in the next section. The conclusion is shown in the final section.

Literature Review
The research associated with denied and resisted claims has been
extremely limited. There are currently three papers that specifically
look at the characteristics of such claims and the insurers that deny
and resist claims.
Weisbart (1976) analyzes the demographic qualities of insurers
that deny or resist life insurance claims to determine if intercompany
differences in claims handling practices exist. Due to data limitations
at the time, his research is limited to life insurers doing business in
the state of Georgia and only those policies written in the state of
Georgia. His sample includes 121 insurers that sold ordinary life
insurance9 continuously from 1962 to 1972.10 Of these insurers,
45.5% denied or resisted at least one claim during the 10-year
period, with approximately 10% of insurers in the study contesting
more than 3% of their incurred claims (Weisbart, 1976).
Under ideal circumstances, any research regarding denied and
resisted claims should differentiate between legitimate and
illegitimate claims. However, simply reviewing the information on
9. The Statutory Annual Statement provides the following line of business categories for life
and health insurers: industrial life, ordinary life, individual annuities, credit life, group annuities,
group accident and health, credit accident and health, individual accident and health, and other.
Ordinary life insurance refers to term insurance and all forms of permanent insurance (e.g.,
universal, variable, variable universal, whole) sold to individuals (Fleming, 2013).
10. For 1972, the 121 insurers included in the sample held 80% of the ordinary life
insurance in force in Georgia (Weisbart, 1976).
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the Schedule F of the statutory financial statement does not make
this possible (Weisbart, 1976). Although Weisbart’s empirical
results are statistically insignificant, he indicates that underwriting
standards are most likely the cause of the different levels of denied
and resisted claims.
Colquitt and Hoyt (1997) look at denied and resisted claims
documented in the 1994 annual statements of insurers licensed to do
business in the state of Georgia. Specifically, this research looks to
investigate the level of fraud in ordinary life and accidental death
insurance. Unlike Weisbart (1976), Colquitt and Hoyt (1997) do
attempt to identify those claims that are legitimate. During their
research, only 43 of the 7,596 denied and resisted claims were
specifically identified as fraudulent. They did identify numerous
others that "can be viewed as representing claiming behavior that is
fraudulent" (Colquitt and Hoyt, 1997). It is possible that insurers
would deny or resist legitimate claims. However, the incentive of
fair dealing, the fear of reputational harm or the costs of litigation
would keep such events low (Colquitt and Hoyt, 1997).
Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce (forthcoming) use a more robust
data set to investigate whether insurers that deny or resist claims are
implementing a process of post-claim underwriting. Post-claim
underwriting occurs when an insurer does not assess an insured’s
eligibility for insurance based on the risks he/she poses until after a
claim has been made (Cady and Gates, 1999). To investigate this
underwriting process, the authors look at all denied and resisted
ordinary life claims for U.S. insurers from 2003 to 2010. They
propose that if an insurer is operating under a post-claim
underwriting process, those insurers with denied and resisted claims
should have lower initial underwriting expenses (a measure of initial
underwriting) and higher investigative expenses (a measure of postclaim underwriting)11 (Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce, forthcoming).
11. Expenses associated with post-claim underwriting are recorded according to Statement
of Statutory Accounting Principles (SSAP) No. 55—Unpaid Claims, Losses and Loss Adjustment
Expenses, paragraph 6d. According to this provision, claim adjustment expenses include legal
and investigative costs expected to be incurred in connection with the adjustment and recording
of life claims. Therefore, if a life insurer revisits any underwriting practices during the claims
handling process, the expenses associated with such a practice would be recorded under
investigation and claim settlement expense (Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce, 2016).
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When using this measure of post-claim underwriting, they find that
post-claim underwriting does exist.
Not all insurers deny and resist claims and those that do, do so at
different levels. For instance, more financially stable insurers are
less likely to deny and resist claims (Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce,
forthcoming). It is possible that the concern for reputational harm
may affect whether insurers choose to deny and resist claims. In
addition, smaller insurers and those that have been in business for
fewer years deny and resist claims to a greater extent (Bisco,
McCullough, and Nyce, forthcoming).12
It is clear that understanding the issues related to denied and
resisted claims would be of importance to consumers interested in
purchasing life insurance, the producers who often make the
recommendation to purchase specific products to consumers and the
state insurance regulators that oversee the life insurance industry. In
order to understand the implications, it is important to understand the
limitations of the data provided on the Schedule F of the statutory
annual statement, the main source of information regarding denied
and resisted claims.

Data and Analysis
To investigate the claims that are listed as denied and resisted
and the information reported, I collected the denied and resisted
claims from the Schedule F of the statutory annual statement for all
U.S. domiciled life insurers for the period 2001 to 2014. To
understand the limitations of the information provided by the
Schedule F, it is important to understand the types of claims that are
denied and resisted and for what reasons this might occur.

12. Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce (2016) also propose a theoretical model whereby an
opportunistic individual is likely to misrepresent in order to obtain life insurance. It is not
possible to identify these individuals, a priori. Therefore, post-claim investigation is necessary.
Therefore, it is possible that demographic characteristics of the insureds (i.e., occupation, level of
wealth or age) not measured by Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce (2016) may also affect the level of
denied and resisted claims.
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Tablee 1 providess two exam
mples of Sch
hedule F froom the 20144
annual sttatements off two separaate life insu
urers.13 In thhe top panell,
Company
y A shows several
s
claim
ms that have been deniedd, and in thee
bottom panel,
p
Comp
pany B show
ws several reesisted claim
ms. From thee
excerpt, you can seee that the Schedule F includes the contracct
number, the claim nu
umber, the sttate of residence of the cclaimant, thee
year of the
t claim, th
he amount claimed,
c
the amount paiid during thee
year, the amount resiisted through
h Dec. 31 off the year, annd the reasonn
for the denial
d
or the resistance of
o the claim.. The contraact number is
the life in
nsurance pollicy number of the insured that passeed away. Foor
life insurrance, the yeear of the claim is the year of the death of thee
insured (Caswell, 2015).
Table
T
1: Exam
mple of Schedu
ule F

Schedule F shows
s
all claims for
f death losses and
a all other contrract claims resisteed or compromiseed
during the yeear, and all claimss for death losses and all other con
ntract claims resissted Dec. 31 of thhe
current year. The above are exccerpts from Schedu
ule F for 2014.

As previously
p
sttated, not all
a life insurrance comp anies recordd
denied an
nd resisted claims.
c
For each
e
year beetween 2001 and 2014 oof
the samp
ple, approxim
mately 22.8%
% of life insu
urers in the U
U.S. listed aat
least one denied or reesisted claim
m on their staatutory annuual statementt.
13. Forr the purpose of th
his research, the names
n
of the life insurance compaanies are withheldd.
The companies will be referreed to as Company
y A and Company
y B.
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The number of claims denied or resisted per year also varies widely
among the insurers. For insurers that deny and resist claims, some
insurers only have one recorded denied or resisted claim in a given
year, whereas others have 400 or more. For these same insurers, the
average number of claims denied or resisted is 21.42 per 1,000
claims submitted.14 Although the number of claims denied and
resisted is small in comparison to the total number of life insurance
claims submitted, the impact to the beneficiaries affected by the
postponement of the payment or the denial of coverage in its entirety
is significant and, depending on the life insurance policy affected,
may affect the financial stability of the family.15
For the period 2001 to 2014, there were a total of 140,106 denied
and resisted life insurance claim observations.16 Of these, 100,282
(71.58%) were denied claims and 39,824 (28.42%) were resisted
claims. Table 2 provides a breakdown of the denied and resisted
claims by year and by life insurance category (i.e., ordinary life,
group life, credit life or industrial life). Of the life insurance claims
included on Schedule F, 98,613 (70.38%) were ordinary life
insurance claims; 15,156 (10.82%) were credit life; 25,561 (18.24%)
were group life; and 776 (0.55%) were industrial life. While the
number of ordinary life and group life denied and resisted claims has
remained fairly steady throughout the period under review, the
14. For insurers that deny and resist life insurance claims, the annual average of the number
of claims affected from 2001 to 2014 ranges from a low of 16.74 per 1,000 claims (2009)
submitted to a high of 25.17 per 1,000 claims (2004).
15. It is possible that beneficiaries can recover life insurance proceeds through legal action
against the insured. In addition, if state insurance regulators identify inappropriate actions by an
insurer, they may take action against the insurer. For instance, on Dec. 21, 2016, the New York
State Insurance regulator ordered Columbian Mutual Life Insurance Company to pay death
benefits of 257 deceased policyholders and to pay a fine of $257,000. The state insurance
regulator stated that during the period of 2006 to 2015, the insurer wrongfully denied coverage
and unilaterally rescinded policies when policyholders died within the two-year contestability
period (New York, 20017). Whether the insurer files legal action against the insurer or the
department of insurance brings action, the payments to the beneficiaries will be significantly
delayed.
16. A denied and resisted claim could be listed on the Schedule F of the statutory annual
statement for multiple years. Therefore, consistent with Bisco, McCullough and Nyce
(forthcoming), a denied or resisted claim is evaluated and measured for each year that it remains
on the Schedule F. In other words, a claim that is being disputed over the course of five years and
appears on the Schedule F for each of these years will be counted as five observations, one for
each year it remains disputed. The amount under dispute will be adjusted each year to account for
any amount paid to the beneficiaries during the year.
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number of credit life and in
ndustrial liffe claims hhas declinedd
significan
ntly. As the majority off the denied
d and resisteed claims aree
ordinary life insurancce, I will evaaluate this caategory goinng forward.
Table 2: Breakdown
B
of Denied and Resisted
R
Claim
ms
(Reporting Year and
d Category of Life
L Policy)

A denied and
d resisted claim could be listed on the Schedule F of
o the statutory annnual statement foor
multiple yearrs. Therefore, con
nsistent with Bisco
o, McCullough an
nd Nyce (forthcom
ming), a denied oor
resisted claim
m is evaluated and
d measured for eaach year that it reemains on the Scchedule F. In otheer
words, a claim
m that is being diisputed over the co
ourse of five yearrs and appears on the Schedule F foor
each of thesee years will be cou
unted as five obseervations—one forr each year it rem
mains disputed. Thhe
amount under dispute will be adjusted each yeaar to account for any
a amount paid tto the beneficiariees
during the year.

The reason that life insuran
nce claims are denied and resistedd
would bee of significcant interestt to consumers, produceers and statee
insurancee regulators. Schedule F provides a free-form entry of thee
reason fo
or denied an
nd resisted claims. In other
o
words,, there is noo
consisten
nt entry for insurers to indicate thee reason forr denying oor
resisting a claim.17 In order to understand why insureers deny andd
resist claaims, I manu
ually code th
he reason enttered by the insurer. Noot

17. Forr instance, materiial misrepresentaation in the “Why
y Compromised or Resisted” fielld
may be ind
dicated as: matterial misrepreseentation, misreprresentation, matterial informatioon
withheld, maat mis, MM, or nu
umerous other no
otations or explan
nations.
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all claims include a reason.18 For ordinary life only, Table 3 provides
a breakdown of the top seven reasons identified. Of the total records
included in the initial list of ordinary life, denied and resisted claims,
59,628 (60.47%) were denied or resisted for one of seven reasons:
1) material misrepresentation, 55,250 (56.03%); 2) suicide, 3,091
(3.13%); 3) age, 957 (0.97%)19; 4) alcohol, 146 (0.15%); 5)
disappearance, 87 (0.09%); 6) murder, 65 (0.07%); and aviation
(0.03%). The remaining 38,985 claims had various reasons why they
were denied or resisted including a statement of the outcome of the
review (e.g., “claim settled,” “rescinded policy”) or various other
reasons (e.g., “health history,” “questionable”) that may or may not
be the same as one of the six reasons detailed in the top seven. With
55,250 denied and resisted claims, material misrepresentation was
the leading reason for insurers not to pay the full amount of the death
proceeds.
Given the current information provided by the Schedule F, it is
not possible to confirm that the claims denied or resisted for material
misrepresentation are within the incontestability period of the
policy.20 As previously indicated, a two-year incontestability period
is standard. However, insurers may have a shorter period if defined
within the contract (Bisco, McCullough, and Nyce, forthcoming).
Unlike the annual statements for P/C, life insurers are required to
report denied and resisted life insurance claims.21 The Schedule F of
the statutory annual statement, where these claims can be found for
life insurers, provides some valuable information for consumers and
state insurance regulators. Unfortunately, the information is limited
and does not allow for a thorough review and interpretation of the
claims included. For this reason, changes are recommended to the
Schedule F.
18. From the full sample, 288 ordinary life, 394 group life and 109 credit life observations
did not include a description of why the claim was denied or resisted. There were no observations
for industrial life that lacked an explanation of why the claim was denied or resisted.
19. Refer to footnote 2.
20. Appendix A provides more detailed information regarding the claims reported on the
Schedule F of the statutory annual statements and the issues with determining how long the
claims have been resisted.
21. Property/casualty (P/C) insurers are not required to report denied claims or claims where
the insurer and the insured dispute the amount being paid. For feedback on claims handling
practices of P/C insurers, consumers may want to investigate complaints to the state’s insurance
regulatory body. Consumer complaint counts for insurers are often made public.
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Table 3:
3 Breakdow
wn of Reason
n for Denied and Resissted Claims
(Ordinarry Life Only
y)

Recom
mmended Chang
ges to Scchedule F
dule F of the life in
nsurers’ statu
utory annuaal statemennt
Sched
currently
y includes the followiing informaation: 1) thhe insurancee
contract number;
n
2) the
t claim nu
umber assign
ned by the innsurer; 3) thee
state of residence
r
off the claiman
nt; 4) the yeear of claim for death oor
disability
y; 5) the am
mount claim
med, 6) the amount
a
paidd during thee
year; 7) the amount resisted as of Dec. 31 of the curreent year; andd
8) a desscription of why the cllaim is com
mpromised oor resisted.222
Although
h useful, this informatiion lacks so
ome crucial details thaat
would allow consum
mers and statte insurance regulators tto more fullyy
interpret the data.
n the curren
nt data, it is not
n possiblee to tell wheether a claim
m,
Given
with cerrtainty, is within
w
the incontestabillity period as indicatedd
within th
he contract fo
or the policy
y. One could
d assume thatt claims withh
a reason
n for “Why Compromissed or Resiisted” listedd as materiaal
misrepresentation aree within the incontestab
bility period because it is
22. Reffer to Table 1 for an example of Scchedule F.
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only during this period when such claims can be denied or resisted.
However, this would not be the case for many of the other reasons
listed by insurers. To address this, a check box or indicator could be
added to the Schedule F to indicate which policies are being denied
and resisted during the incontestability period. Insurers could be
instructed to select the indicator whenever a claim that is being
denied or resisted is within the incontestability period. With varying
incontestability periods among policy types and insurers, the
indicator would allow for a quick interpretation of the level of
denied and resisted claims falling in this period.23
In addition to the indicator and to provide even more detailed
information, Schedule F should be modified to include the date of
policy issuance, including month, day and year, and then expand the
date of claim (the insured’s date of death) to include month and day.
This would allow consumers and state insurance regulators to see the
length of time the policy was in-force when the insured passed away.
This would allow for answers to important questions: What is the
average length denied and resisted claims are in-force? Do insurers
deny and resist claims more in the first six months or first year after
policy issuance?
When analyzing the Schedule F of the statutory annual statement
for any given year, claims may be listed where the insured passed
away more than 30 years before.24 It is unclear whether the
beneficiaries or parties to the estate of the deceased just found the
policy or were just made aware of the policy and the claim was made
many years after the death of the insured or whether the insurer has
been resisting the claim for decades. This would certainly be of
interest to consumers, producers, and regulators. Understanding the
length of time the insurers resist claims – sometimes before a partial
or full payment is made – would help producers recommend insurers
that limit denied and resisted claims and would help consumers,
when not utilizing a producer, in selecting an insurer to purchase life
insurance from. State insurance regulators should also want this
information in order to determine if insurers are acting in the best
interest of their policyholders and the beneficiaries of the policies.
23. Refer to footnote 4.
24. Refer to Appendix A.
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For this reason, the date the claim is submitted, including month, day
and year, should be added to the Schedule F of the statutory annual
statement.
Finally, guidance should be provided for the “Why
Compromised or Resisted” field. Currently, insurers can enter
anything in this field and while flexibility in defining the specific
reason for the action might be convenient, the variability in the
answers allows for limited interpretation of why insurers are denying
and resisting claims. While reviewing the reasons for why insurers
deny and resist claims, as indicated in Table 3, claims denied or
resisted for a reason of material misrepresentation were listed in
many different ways including, but not limited to, material
misrepresentation, misrepresentation, material information withheld,
mat mis and MM. Providing uniformity in reporting structure, at
least for the top seven reasons indicated in Table 3 (material
misrepresentation, suicide, age, alcohol, disappearance, murder, and
aviation) would provide for easier interpretation of why insurers
deny and resist claims.
The analysis of the Schedule F and the recommended changes
would not be complete without at least a cursory discussion of the
costs associated with the recommended changes. The information
requested is already within the data management systems of the life
insurers. For the life insurers, the costs associated with the
recommended changes would be limited to programming changes to
generate the reports used to build the statutory annual statement. The
actual cost of the changes would vary depending on the complexity
of the system used by the insurer.
The changes indicated here would provide consumers, producers
and state insurance regulators a better understanding of the reasons
for, and the use of, denied and resisted claims by insurers. Knowing
why insurers deny and resist claims and for how long would provide
invaluable information to all interested parties.
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Conclusion
Selecting a life insurance company can be a daunting task for
consumers and their advisors, who are told to do so carefully. Many
factors can affect this decision, including the financial stability
(solvency) of the insurer; whether the insurer (agent/representative)
offers the kinds and amounts of insurance coverage (services) that
the individual needs; the reputation of the insurer as a fair and
equitable insurer, specifically as it applies to claims handling; and
the price of the insurance product and coverage desired (Weisbart,
1976).
The Schedule F of the statutory annual statement could be a
useful tool in understanding the claim handling practices of U.S. life
insurers. However, the information currently reported on this
schedule only provides a partial understanding of why insurers may
deny or resist claims. In order to provide more information such as
how long claims are denied and resisted and whether such claims are
within the incontestability period would require some modifications
to the current structure of the Schedule F. To accommodate this,
changes would include an indicator to show whether the claim is
within the incontestability period, a field to indicate the date the
policy was issued, an enhancement to the claim date (date of death
for the insured) including the month and day of death, and some
guidance on the entry of the reason that claims may be denied and
resisted, leading to better uniformity.
Insurance producers, who sometimes educate consumers and
recommend insurers and insurance products when appropriate,
would likely benefit from the recommended changes to the Schedule
F. Producers should understand the claims handling practices of the
insurer and be able to explain this to insureds when recommending a
specific insurance company.
Not only would this information provide added details for
producers and consumers, but also it would provide additional
information for state insurance regulators whose job it is to ensure
that insurers meet their contractual obligations. Understanding why
insurers deny and resist claims and for how long would allow state
insurance regulators to more closely monitor insurers who might
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abuse the ability to deny or delay payments on life insurance
policies.
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Ap
ppendix A
Denied and
d Resisted Claaims (Ordinarry Life Only) – By Claim
Y
Year (1970–20114)

This taable provides a cou
unt, by statement year, of the claim
ms that are shown as denied and resisted on
the stattutory annual stateements. For each sstatement year, thee number of claim
ms listed is shown by fiveyear cllaim periods. For instance, on the 22001 statutory annnual statements forr life insurers, theere were
5,003 denied
d
and resisted
d claims with claim
m years listed as 22000 to 2004. On tthe 2001 statemennts, there
were allso three claims lissted for claim yearrs 1970 to 1974. Itt was not until the 2009 statements w
when all
claims for the 1920 to 1974 period weree cleared from thee Schedule F. Claaim year, as indiccated in
ule F of the statu
utory annual stateement, is the yeaar of the insured’s death (Caswell,, 2015).
Schedu
197 claaims have no claim
m year listed. 761 cclaims have invaliid years (listed as aafter 2014).

Denied and
d Resisted Claaims (Ordinarry Life Only) – By Claim
Y
Year (1970–20114)

To get a more granular look at the data, thhis table shows thee denied and resistted claim counts foor claim
2
to 2014 on an
n individual claim
m year basis. For innstance, in 2001, thhere were 3,510 deenied or
years 2001
resisted
d claims listed on the Schedule F foor life insurers. Byy 2014, there were only 23 claims stiill listed
as deniied and resisted fo
or 2001. Unfortunnately, given the liimited informationn on Schedule F, it is not
possiblle to determine if the
t 23 claims listeed for claim year 22001 on the 2014 S
Schedule F were iincluded
in the numbers
n
from the 2001 statement orr if these were claim
ms not identified uuntil a later date.
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